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Deep within Chinese legend and folklore are four great beauties – women of such great beauty and
intelligence that each influenced history. This story continues the legend with a little-known, fifth great
beauty. The fifth great beauty was responsible for a new tea drying process that created fortunes and
increased commerce within china, and eventually bringing about the fall of the last great Qing Dynasty to
make way for the modern People’s Republic of China. Told from the point of view of Taijin, a lowly scribe
working within a tyrannical magistrate’s house. A beautiful and mysterious woman called Azra comes to the
magistrate in the night, seduces him, and eventually takes his life, leaving the position open for Taijin to
take. But first, Taijin must officiate the tea harvest, now late from the magistrate’s neglect, and find a way to
dry the tea in time to make it to market. The result is Lapsang Souchong tea, renowned for its full flavor and
portability over the vast ocean. The mysterious woman is none other than Azra, the demon succubus from
the novel Lovestruck Succubus in a past attempt to find love. Fear not though, one can enjoy this story
without ever reading the novel, although I would hope this story might entice one to read more about Azra in
the future.

This story contains adult subject matter involving sexual relations between adults.

Taijin is a lowly scribe, serving a harsh and ruthless magistrate in ancient china. The magistrate is visited by
a beautiful, strange, and powerful woman, Azra, who brings about passion, lust, death, and change to an
entire tea-growing region in the southern mountains of china. A short story based on the character Azra, the
demon succubus from the novel "Lovestruck Succubus. An exciting read about speculative history in ancient
China.
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From reader reviews:

David Marx:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students since they are still students or the item for all people in
the world, what the best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that query above. Every person has
different personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be compelled someone or something that they don't
need do that. You must know how great along with important the book The Fifth Beauty. All type of book
could you see on many solutions. You can look for the internet solutions or other social media.

Bettie Hentges:

This The Fifth Beauty book is not really ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The
benefit you obtain by reading this book is usually information inside this publication incredible fresh, you
will get information which is getting deeper an individual read a lot of information you will get. This specific
The Fifth Beauty without we comprehend teach the one who examining it become critical in imagining and
analyzing. Don't be worry The Fifth Beauty can bring when you are and not make your handbag space or
bookshelves' become full because you can have it with your lovely laptop even telephone. This The Fifth
Beauty having very good arrangement in word along with layout, so you will not sense uninterested in
reading.

Elaine Gold:

Reading a guide can be one of a lot of pastime that everyone in the world adores. Do you like reading book
so. There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new info.
When you read a publication you will get new information because book is one of many ways to share the
information as well as their idea. Second, studying a book will make an individual more imaginative. When
you reading through a book especially hype book the author will bring that you imagine the story how the
personas do it anything. Third, it is possible to share your knowledge to others. When you read this The Fifth
Beauty, you could tells your family, friends along with soon about yours book. Your knowledge can inspire
different ones, make them reading a e-book.

William Bixby:

Do you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt when you are in the book store? Try and
pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't judge book by its include may doesn't work
this is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not since fantastic as in the outside search
likes. Maybe you answer might be The Fifth Beauty why because the amazing cover that make you consider
about the content will not disappoint you. The inside or content will be fantastic as the outside or maybe
cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.
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